
Year 3:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:  know how to behaviour on the internet - netiquette 

Share read an online blog. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Discuss with children what they do online.  Explain some of the risks to using the internet and ask the children who 

they talk to online and then how do they really know who they are?  They will only know if they know them in real 

life. 

Use the video below to aid this class discussion: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_o8auwnJtqE 
 
Discuss with children how the internet can be used to communicate online – both through online games and social 

networking. 

Discuss with children the fact that when we are online we cannot see if what we are doing or saying is making the 

other person, happy or sad so they must be nice to people as you would in the real world.   

Try to make children aware that there is no difference between the online world and the offline world – there is only 

one way to behave. 

Set up your own class blog using Edmodo or WordPress. 

Discuss with children ‘netiquette’ and what are your online rules for your blogging site? 

Once you have a class blog, talk to the children about their own online profiles and suggest using avatars instead of 
pictures of themselves.  Use the Build your Wild Self website and let children create their own avatar: 
http://www.buildyourwildself.com/ 
 
 
 
 

Link 2:  know the impact of someone being unkind online 

Share read an online blog. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Talk to children about friendships, introduce bullying and/or cyberbullying to this discussion. 

In groups or pairs, ask the children to think of 10-15 words they associate with friendship.  Ask the groups to 

feedback and capture that feedback where children can see it. 

Explain and give examples of online dangers or cyberbullying and the consequences of this, such as: 

 depression 
 anxiety 
 feelings of sadness and loneliness 
 changes in sleep and eating patterns 
 loss of interest in hobbies 
 health problems 
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 self-harm or suicide in extreme cases 
(Source NSPCC, for more information click on the following link: NSPCC Cyberbullying)  

As a class, brainstorm ideas for how children can keep ‘cybersafe’ and capture their answers. 

Ask children to discuss who they can talk to if they have any online concerns e.g. a trusted adult or via the ‘Report 
Abuse’ CEOP button. 
 
 
 

Link 3:  know how to report incidents  

Share read an online blog. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Class Discussion: Ask the class who plays online games and what games they play.  Find out who they are playing 
against?  The answers will fall into one of four categories – the computer, their family, their friends or strangers.  
Remind the children of Stranger Danger, just because it is on a computer doesn’t make any difference. 
Show them the video in the link below to stimulate class discussion: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nMUbHuffO8  

What would the children do if they were sent a nasty message when playing games?  Encourage them to report this 
and not to retaliate – link to cyberbullying session. 
 
 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what happens when we upload photographs and 

messages online 

Share read an online blog. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Start a discussion by asking questions such as: 

 Who should we be speaking to online?  

 Who should we be sharing our personal information with online?  It is not about the number of friends but the 
quality of the friends we have online.   

What happens to a photograph when we upload it to the internet? – We lose control of it. 

Emphasise to children that people may not be who they say they are and just because they tell you something online 

does not mean it is true. 

Watch the following cartoons: 

 Captain Kara and Winston’s SMART Adventure (KnowITall), chapter 1, http://www.childnet.com/resources/the-
adventures-of-kara-winston-and-the-smart-crew  

 Captain Kara and Winston’s SMART Adventure (KnowITall), chapter 2, https://www.childnet.com/resources/the-
adventures-of-kara-winston-and-the-smart-crew/chapter2  

 Personal information; Inaccurate information online; Captain Kara and Winston’s SMART Adventure (KnowITall), 
chapter 3, http://www.childnet.com/resources/the-adventures-of-kara-winston-and-the-smart-crew/chapter3  
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Year 3:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know how to gather ideas on Popplet 

Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Introduce the concept of democracy (you, me and us) http://www.citizenshipfoundation.org.uk/ 

Children are given a task to compile a list of what they would change to make their community better.  

Create a list from the children’s suggestions.  

Discuss and condense this list to the top 10 best suggestions. Children should vote with a show of hands.  

Introduce the basics of how our political system works: bills, legislation manifestos, voting parliament etc. 

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/education/online-resources/printed-resources/Parliament-laws-and-you-ks2-

illustrated-booklet.pdf  

Children are split into teams and allocated a colour. Each team is given one of the community suggestions from the 

previous week.  

Each team has to decide how they could make this idea happen and create a bill for proposed legislation using a 

mind mapping app such as Popplet. 

From this mind map teams are to develop a script to present their bill to class parliament.  

Formulate a campaign slogan. 

 

Link 2:  know how create an animation 

Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Teams to produce a poster to promote their proposed changes.   

This can be done in Comic Life, Microsoft Word or Pages.  

Show children some marketing posters, make the children aware of the colours used, different fonts used and the 

use of pictures to capture attention.   

Teams to create an animation to promote their movie using 'Photospeak’ or Chatterpix. 

These recording should be approximately one minute long and should include them highlighting the issue they 

want to address and then presenting their solution. 

To do this they will need to prepare a script and get pictures of a politician or celebrities to endorse their bill.  The 

children can use photos sourced from the internet.   

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to use the internet to promote causes 
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Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Children to consider how they are going to promote their video and poster.  How can they use the internet to do 

this?   

Teams to share their animations on a video sharing website like https://vimeo.com using a school account or to their 

class area on the school website.  

Teams to include information about their animation in the description fields 
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Year 3:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know how to make an algorithm to draw an oval 

Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Revise algorithms. 
Explain that their task is to write an algorithm that records their step by step journey from waking up in the morning 
to getting to school. Children will use software or apps as the recording medium.  
Although this can be done on paper, children make so many mistakes that easy editing and rearranging is of real 
value. 
Explain that they are going to work in a pairs but both of them should take it in turns to input information. Place 
children in pairs or allow them to pair up naturally as suits the needs of your class. 
Demonstrate opening your chosen app, website or software (for example iPad apps: Pure Flow, Popplet or PC/Mac: 
Flowol, Word) for creating a flow chart algorithm.  
Revise how to draw a square. 

Demonstrate creating an oval shape and adding text. Type in start and explain that start and finish are created using 

oval shapes. Demonstrate creating a couple of actions using rectangular shapes and adding text. Demonstrate 

linking each shape up with an arrow. 

 

Link 2:  know how to decompose an algorithm 

Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ 

Explain that their task is to examine what makes a game and to decompose a game.  
The children will save screen shots and produce an annotated collage detailing each element.  
A great task is to ask children to decompose games such as Flappy Bird, or Angry Birds into a set of smaller sub 
problems that a programmer may tackle.  
In doing this you realise how simple some games are! E.g. for Flappy Bird there are only really 4 parts to the entire 
game: 
1. The game scrolls when play has been pushed. 
2. Flappy Bird flies upward when the screen is pushed and decants at all other times 
3. The game ends if Flappy Bird hits a pipe. 
4. You score a point every time you pass through a pipe.  

 

Link 3:  know what an input is 

Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Start by reviewing the “Spot the Algorithm”. 
Then ask children to act out the games using drama and therefore bringing the algorithms to life.   
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They could then introduce their own additional algorithms to alter the game. Use flow chart software (such as Pure 
Flow, Popplet OR  PC/Mac: Flowol, Word) to create and amend algorithms. For example, when the bird flies through 
two consecutive pipes they score a bonus point. 
Introduce the word input and explain to the children that inputs are important as they allow the user to interact with 
technology. Explain that when a user interacts with the input, a message is sent inside the application or item of 
technology to make an action happen. 
Open the Hopscotch app and demonstrate the input options. 
Show the children that at the top of the programming area there is a drop down menu, which currently displays 
‘When play button pressed’. Click this menu to reveal the options available. Ask children to predict what will happen 
for various inputs. 
Lead a discussion with children on what inputs they can see on pieces of technology in the classroom around them. 
Write up their responses on a flipchart/board and discuss these – children may notice the interactive whiteboard, 
keyboard, mouse etc. 
 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know to create a game using inputs 

Share read about member of parliament. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Explain to the children that they are going to create a simple program (game).  
Connect the iPad to the interactive whiteboard, launch Hopscotch and recap how children created a new program 
and selected an object (character) for their program. 
Once you have modelled the activity, give the children time to create their own game. 
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Year 3:    Spring  2 

Link 1:  know to recognise, use and understand directional language, abbreviations and sequence 

instructions. 

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Remind children of previous Bee-Bot lessons and recap the terminology that they used – forwards, backwards, left, 

right, go, clear and program. 

Like the Bee-Bot, a Pro-Bot can be programmed using the four arrow keys.  By default, pressing  or  will move 

the robot 25cm and pressing  or  rotates 90. 

In pairs, ask children to direct their partner using appropriate terminology and using the degree of angle when 

turning left or right. Give pairs a simple program of     - what shape do they walk in? 

Ensure children note the following abbreviations so they are recognisable and embedded for later use when 

programming a Pro-Bot: 

Forward – Fd 

Backward – Bk 

Right turn – Rt 

Left turn – Lt 

Repeat – Rpt[ ] 

Pause – Ps 

 

Link 2:  know how to use repeat function on a Pro-Bot 

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Explain to the children that the Pro-Bot will only do what they instruct it to do.  Using sheets of flip chart paper, 

insert a pen in the centre of the Pro-Bot and ask children to program the Pro-Bot to follow a square.   

Rather than typing 8 commands into the Pro-Bot, demonstrate how to use the Repeat function to make the program 

simpler.   

Rpt [4]  

Once they have mastered a square, try other shapes – altering distances and angles, for example forward for 37 cm, 

37 or turn left 30, 30 

Triangle: Rpt[ 3  120] 

Pentagon: Rpt[ 5  72] 

Hexagon: Rpt[ 6  60] 
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Octagon:  Rpt[ 8  45] 

Circle (approx):  Rpt[ 20  1  18] 

Tip – to work out how many degrees to turn, divide 360 by the number of sides in the polygon. 

 

Link 3:  know how to recognise that a string of instructions or commands placed together can create a 

simple program.  

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Re-introduce children to the iPads. 

Demonstrate how to use Hopscotch. Add new project - choose a character - Start.  Explain the different commands 

on the left hand side.  Drag and drop commands into the right hand side to create a program or script.  Alter 

distances and angles of rotation. 

Example  - to create a square; 

 

Move with trail distance 300 

Rotate 90 

Move with trail distance 300 

Rotate 90 

Move with trail distance 300 

Rotate 90 

Move with trail distance 300 

Rotate 90 

 

Next, introduce the Repeat command to minimise number of entries. 

Repeat times 4 

Move with trail distance 300 

Rotate 90 

End 

 

Challenge children to create different shapes. 
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Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to think algorithmically by breaking down tasks 

into a sequence of steps and understand the order of sequence. 

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Revise that an algorithm is simply a sequence of instructions and that humans and computers follow algorithms to 

complete tasks. Or in other words, a list of instructions of how to do something, with orders and decisions.  Highlight 

the fact that these algorithms needs to be precise and accurate as computers are not very intelligent and only do 

exactly as they are told – just as the Bee-Bot, Pro-Bot and iPad apps did. 

Give examples e.g. step-by-step recipes are algorithms. 

Ask children to write down instructions for simple tasks.  This needs to be step-by-step including any decisions that 

have to be made during the process.  

Instructions or algorithms can be created and displayed in different ways, for example in the form of a flowchart.  

Show children different symbols that they will need to use when creating a flowchart. See Reference 23.1 to see the 

symbols used and example diagrams. 

 

Oval – Start/End 

Arrows – This line is the connector that shows the relationship between the shapes 

Rectangle – Represents a Process 

Diamond – Indicates a Decision 

Parallelogram – Input/Output 

 

Using Pureflow, ask the children to recreate their instructional writing from the previous lesson in this graphical 

layout.  
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Year 3:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know what a sprite is 

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Demonstrate the Scratch user interface and show the children how to create their own sprite in Scratch. 
Ask the children to create their own sprite. 

Demonstrate the Stage in Scratch and show the children how to use the paint editor to create their own stage. 
Ask the children to create their image for the stage 

 

Link 2:  know what variables and users are 

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr        algorithm/ 

directions/ web browser/ search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input 

Variables & User Input: 
Demonstrate the use of variables and how to create them in Scratch. 
Explain the use of user input and how to create a program that accepts input from the user. 
Ask the children to create a variable for their game. 
Ask the children to build in user input to their game. 

Random Numbers & Loops: 
Explain the use of Random Numbers and how they work in Scratch. 
Explain Loops in computer programming and what they look like in Scratch. 
Ask the children to include the Random Number code block in their program. 
Ask the children to begin to build loops within their game 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what conditions and operators are 

Share read about patterns in nature. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Conditions and Operators: 
 
Explain conditional statements and how they are used in programming. 

Ask the children to begin to build conditions into their game. 

Explain the use of operators and how they are used within conditional statements. 

Ask the children to use operators to form comparisons and complete their game 
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Year 3    Summer 2 

Link 1:  know the idea of inputs and outputs 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

http://code-it.co.uk/crumble/crumble  

http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/crumbleled.pdf 

Explain that computers are capable of completing complex instructions in seconds, like a big brain, data goes in and 
information comes out.  

Compare this to learning. The teacher might tell you lots of facts (data). You can put them together and create 
something wonderful (information).   

Know that inputs are the things that you put into a computer and outputs, things that the computer does. This is 
the data that we give to the computer so that it can do things. Show a list of possible input/output devices. Get the 
children to explain which ones are which and why?   

Show the crumble controller that is connected to a switch and a light. What would be the input/output? When I push 
the switch (input) the light comes on(output). How does the mini computer (the crumble controller) know what to 
do?  

Show the code that you used to turn on the crumble lights and explain the process. Introduce a new word 
'Algorithm'.  

As a class, slowly go through step by step to get their crumble controllers to light up when button is pressed. 

Write a report. 

 

Link 2:  know what debug means 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Recap over the difference between input and outputs. Open up the crumble software and attach the crumbles to a 
laptop.  

Recap the terminology 'Algorithm'.  

Introduce a new term 'debug' (fixing an error you have made). As a class, create the same code you did last week, 
explaining each step as you go. Tell the children that we are going to change and play with different outputs. 
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Anything that needs electricity to run could be used but today, we are going to use motors, lights and buzzers (NB: 
You may need to attach an additional battery pack to run motors). Show that by changing the output, we can get 
different results. Accidentally put the motor on backwards. Explore why it might not be working. Children to 
explore the different outputs.  

Type up a report.  

 

Link 3:  know what loop and variable mean 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Recap over the difference between input and outputs. Open up the crumble software and attach the crumbles to a 
laptop.  

Recap the terminology 'Algorithm' and debug. 

Recap over the difference between input and output.  Recap over the use of a crumble controller. Explain that we 
can use inputs such as switches to make things happen. As a class, open up the Crumble software. Explain how to 
use coding to help us make our own disco lights. We will be using an input (uploading the code) to form an output 
(disco lights). Introduce 2 new words 'loop' which means that we want to do things more than once, and 'variable' 
which means something we can change.  Follow the instructions on the PDF located on the website above.  

Write a report. 

 Link 4:  know what loop and variable mean 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Recap over the difference between input and outputs. Open up the crumble software and attach the crumbles to a 
laptop.  

Recap the terminology 'Algorithm' and debug, loop and variable. 

Set up the crumble controllers and load up the software. Ask the children how they would build the code to turn a 
light on. Children to model.  

Explain that, we will be using the motor. Because these take a lot of energy, we are going to need to attach more 
power. We can do this by using a battery pack. As a class, create the code shown on the above weblink. Ensure all 
motors are working. Explore as a class if they are not using a casting software to your screen (or a HDMI cable). Now 
that the motors are working. What could we attach to them? Give the children tape, art straws, wheels, card and 
colouring pens. What can they create? Can they change the code so that the output changes to suit their design?  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr
https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr
https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php


Write a report. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know  how to write a program that will accomplish a set 

goal 

Share read about space.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Recap input and output, loop, debug and variable. 

Recap over how to use a motor, sparkle, lights and buzzers. As a class, recap over the code of each.  

Explain that they will be allowing their imaginations to come to life. They will create a code using all that we have 
learnt that will turn an input into an output. They can use any piece of equipment. The key today is to alter to code 
so that when it is uploaded (input) the outputs (motor etc) will behave in different ways.  

Can the children create programmes that will accomplish specific goals? Such as make a robot that will buzz every 2 
seconds until it is turned off (alarm style).  

Write a report.  

 

Bridging project 

Link 1:  know how to create a programme linked to ‘George’s secret key to the universe’ 

Share read George’s secret key to the universe 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Create a code using all that we have learnt that will turn an input into an output. They can use any piece of 
equipment. The key today is to alter to code so that when it is uploaded (input) the outputs (motor etc) will behave 
in different ways.  

Can the children create programmes that will accomplish specific goals? Such as make a cat that will buzz every 2 
seconds until it is turned off (alarm style).  
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